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Latin Literature and the Classical World in Early Modern Scotland (1560-1640)

• 09:30-10:00am Coffee and registration

• 10:00am Introduction (Steven Reid)

• 10:00-11:00am Dana F. Sutton (California Irvine): 'The Influence of George Buchanan on the Next Generation of Scottish Neo-Latin Poets'

• 11:00-12:00 Luke Houghton (Glasgow): The Scottish Fourth Eclogue'

• 12:00-12:30 David McOmish and Steven Reid (Glasgow): A re-enactment of the Latin 'flyting' between Andrew Melville and Hercules Rollock (should be dramatic, and a lot of fun!)

• 12:30-13:30 Lunch (catered)

• 13:30:14:30 Alex Farquhar (St Cross College, Oxford): Arthur Johnston in Padua (1615-16): Philosopher, Physician and Poet

• 14:30-15:30 Will Poole (New College, Oxford): 'Peter Goldman: A Dundee poet and physician in the republic of letters'

• 15:30-15:45 Coffee

• 15:45:16:30 Round Table, hosted by Professor Roger Green (Glasgow): Latin Literature in Early Modern Scotland

• 18:00 Finish